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CRACK-IN-THE-GROUND, LAKE COUNTY, OREGON 

By 

Norman V. Peterson* and Edward A. Groh** 

Open cracks or fissures in the earth's surface are notuncommon; they occur 
fairly often as a result of earthquakes or volcanic activity, but they usual
ly become filled with rock rubble or lava and disappear in a very short 
ti me. A large fissure that stays open for hundreds of years is, therefore, 
a rare feature. Such a fissure occurs in a remote part of central Oregon. 
It is a deep, narrow rift about 2 miles long, and it has remained open for 
perhaps a thousand years. For lack of any official name for it, the feature 
is referred to simply as "Crack-in-the-Ground. 11 

Location and History 

Crack-in-the-Ground is situated in northern LakeCounty in T.26 S., 
R. 17 E. As shown on the accompanying geologic sketch map (plate l), 
it can be traced from the southwest edge of the Four Craters lava field 
diagonally to the southeast until it disappears in lake sediments that mark 
the north shoreline of prehistoric Christmas Lake. 

The feature can be reached by road, but the last few miles are not 
suitable for cars with low road clearance. The route starts from the east 
side of Sil ver Lake on Oregon Highway 31. From this point the course 
leads 19 miles northeast on a paved road to Christmas Valley Lodge, then 
east on a graveled road l mile and north on a graded dirt road 4 miles. At 
this mileage a rough, bouldery road branches off to the left and winds north
westerly through the sagebrush. It approximately para I lels the west side of 
the fissure for 2 miles and then skirts the western edge of Four Craters lava 
field (see map). This road passes within 150 yards of the northern end of 
Cra.ck-in-the-Ground, where lava has flowed into the fissure and filled it. 

Homesteaders in the area have known about this giant fissure for many 
years. Reuben Long of Fort Rock, Oregon, reports (written communication, 

* Geologist, State of Oregon Dept. of Geology & Mineral Industries. 
** Private geologist, Portland, Oregon. 
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Figure 1. Aerial view of Crack-in-the-Ground looking north-northwest. Four 
Craters lava field in the background. Road shows in upper left corner. 

Figure 2. Looking down on a portion of Crack-in-the-Ground. The fissure has 
been filled and bridged over in the center of the picture. 



Figure 3. View of Crack-in-the-Ground showing the irregularity' of the walls and 
fi II in the bottom. 

Figure 4. One of the deeper portions of Crack-in-the-Ground where access can 
be had from the surface. (Black lines drawn to define walls.) 
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1964) that when he I ived at Christmas Lake as a boy he used to explore 
"The Crack, 11 as it was cal led locally. He remembers that the homesteaders 
went there to hold picnics and make ice cream, using ice they found in 
caves in the chasm . 

Description 

Crack-in-the-Ground is a tension fracture in basalt. The walls are 
rough and irregular and show no lateral and but very slight vertical move
ment. The crack is open for a distance of more than 2 miles, but continues 
to the northwest and southeast as a trace which, although not visible on 
the ground, is revealed on aerial photographs. Where best developed, the 
fissure is from 10 to 15 feet wide at the top, narrowing downward. The 
depth varies, but is as much as 70 feet in some places. Figures 1 and 2 
are aerial views of the crack and figures 3 and 4 are closeups. 

Erosion and weathering have been at a minimum in this desert climate 
of northern Lake County, but over the many years that Crack-in-the-Ground 
has existed, some rock has sloughed off the walls and sand has blown or 
washed in to fill the bottom. At several places the walls have slumped, 
thus bridging the gap and allowing access to the deeper parts of the fissure. 
Winter ice is sometimes preserved during the summer in the deeper, more 
cavernous places where cold air is trapped. 

Geologic Setting 

Crack-in-the-Ground is closely related to the Four Craters lava field, 
one of the many isolated centers of recent volcanic activity within the high 
lava plains of central Oregon. Older rocks in the map area which pre-date 
the breach but which are broken by it include several ages of volcanic 
rocks and lake-bed sediments as described below. 

Lake beds and alluvium 

Large, shallow lakes filled the broad Fort Rock-Christmas Lake Valley 
beginning in late Pliocene time and continuing intermittently_ through the 
Pleistocene. During the Recent epoch, these lakes gradually shrank to 
small, brackish potholes and irregularly shaped saline pools. Lake beds, 
alluvium,and wind-blown materials of varying thicknesses mantle the floor 
of the basin, and wave-cut terraces around the rims represent various 
levels of the ancient lakes. 
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Explosion tuffs 

The oldest volcanic rocks exposed in the area are erosional remnants 
of moors or tuff rings of late Pliocene to Pleistocene age. The remains of 
a moor just west of the Four Craters lava field is shown on plate 1. This 
mass of yellow-brown basaltic tuff and breccia is similar in composition 
and layering to Fort Rock and other remnants of moors and tuff rings, which 
were once numerous and widely distributed in and around the edges of the 
large lake basins of central Oregon (Peterson and Groh, 1963-b). 

Green Mountain basalt 

Surrounding the basaltic tuff remnants are younger basaltic lava flows 
that originated from Green Mountain, an eruptive center immediately to 
the northwest of the map area. The Green Mountain lavas form a low 
shield some 10 to 12 miles in diameter. The flows on the southern edge 
encroached on the pluvial lake that then filled the Fort Rock-Christmas 
Lake Valley and became the northern shore line. These lavas are of the 
pahoehoe type. Where they are exposed in the wal Is of Crack-in-the
Ground there are two or more flows with an overall thickness of at least 
70 feet. Their surface is masked with a thin layer of soil composed mainly 
of fine pumice, windblown sand, and silt from lake beds in the adjacent 
Fort Rock-Christmas Lake Valley. Tumuli and other flow-surface features 
are present. Several small cinder cones near the summit of the Green 
Mountain shield still retain most of their initial characteristics even though 
they are covered by vegetation. From these observations, the Green 
Mountain lava is believed to be of late Pleistocene age. 

Four Craters basalt 

The Four Craters lava field, named in an earlier report (Peterson and 
Groh, 1963-o), formed from basaltic lava that flowed mainly south and 
east from centers along a fissure trending N. 300 W. The sluggish flows 
piled up a hummocky layerof black, spiny aa lava on the slightly sloping 
Green Mountain lava surface. Four cinder cones aligned along the fissure 
rise from 250 to 400 feet above the lava surface. The distance from the 
northernmost cone to the southernmost is roughly 2¾ miles. The southern
most cone is especially interesting, because several secto·rs of it were 
rafted off to the southeast on a slightly later lava flow. The freshness of 
the lava and lack of soil and vegetation on the surface indicate a Recent 
age for this field. 
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Figure 5_ Generalized geologic c ross section of Crack-in-the-Ground. 

Origin of Crack-in-the-Ground 

The eruptions from the Four Craters were accompanied by a slight sink
ing of the older rock surface to the southeast. This shallow, graben-like 
sink is about 2 miles wide and extends to the south into the old lake basin. 
Crack-in-the-Ground marks the western edge of th is smal I, volcano-tectonic 
depression and parallels a zone of weakness concealed beneath the Pleisto
cene Green Mountain I ova flows. The fracture is the resu It of rupture from 
simple tension along a hingeline produced by the draping of the Green 
Mountain flows over the edge of the upthrown side of the concealed fault 
zone (figure 5). The initial fracturing was probably propagated rather 
quickly over its length as the central block began to sink to form the shal
low graben. Vertical displacement of the graben is no more than 30 feet 
and it diminishes to the southeast. There is the suggestion that the shallow 
graben continues on into the old lake basin and acts as a sump for present
day Christmas Lake and other ephemeral ponds and potholes. The sinking 
of the graben block and the accompanying rift on its western edge probabl y 
began with the first eruptions of the Four Craters. Crack-in-the-Ground 
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opened before the last volcanic activity, and at its northwest end a tongue 
of lava piled up, tumbled into, filled, and buried the chasm for several 

hundred yards. 

Conclusion 

The eruption of the Four Craters Lava, the accompanying subsidence, 
and the opening of the Crock-in-the-Ground fracture probably took place 
no more than 1 , 000 years ago. Even though some fi 11 i ng by soi I wash and 
windblown material has token place, and some slumping of blocks from the 
walls hos occurred, the crack is a relatively fresh geologic feature. This 
stark freshness is partly the result of subdued chemical weathering in the 
arid climate and a lack of any recent violent earth movements or renewed 
volcanic activity in the immediate area. 

A system of tension fissures similar to Crack-in-the-Ground has been 
previously reported in the Diamond Craters by Peterson and Groh (1964), 
but none of these hos as great a length or depth. Another foul t-fissure zone 
that trends northwest from Newberry Volcano to Lava Butte south of Bend, 
Oregon, has been studied by Nichols and Stearns (1938). This fissure is 
associated with the recent volcanism of the area and stands open in several 
places. 

Further investigations in the field, together with study of aerial photo
graphs, may reveal the existence of other interesting cracks in remote ports 
of Oregon where volcanism and faulting have occurred. 
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GEOLOOIC SETTiln AND ORIGIN OF' THE GIANT FISSURE 

The origin of Giant Fissure is intimately aesocia.ted. with the volcanism 

of the Four Craters lava field. This lava field nowed out on an older 

basaltic lava surface originating from an eruptive center which no'1· is Green 

Mountain. A thin soil cover has been produced by weathering of this older 

basalt although one rather young appearing tumulus was observed. Sane of 

the soil is probably eolian in origin, earried in from the adjacent Fort 

Pock-Christm.as Valley lake beds . The aouthern edge of this large basalt 

shield comprising Green 1':owitain., some 10 to 12 miles in diameter, presents 

a sharp scarp at its southern edge 1,-Fhich represents both the termini of the 

.f'lows and erosion by the pluvial lake of the Fort Rock-Christmas Valley basin. 

Several small cinder cones nea.r the apex of this shield still retain m.ost of 

their oha.raoteriatic landforms although weathered and covered by vegetation. 

Two known remnants of dissected maars and possibly a third are surrounded 

by the ba.sa.1.t flows a.s L;la.nds or kipukas. From these observations, the 

basalta of Green Mountain a.re believed to be of Pleistocene age, probabl..-v 

the late Pleistocene. 



'Ihe four Craters lava field, ed in a previous report by the ~Titers 

(t--eterson and Groh, 1963), is rather unique for the almost perfectly straight 

alignment of its four basaltic cinder cones along a trend of about N. 30° i:., 

unquestionably fault or fusure controlled . Heights of the cones var, 

between 250 am 350 feet, anu the distance .from the northerrmost to the 

southe:rmno t is roughly 2t; miles. Qidly, the southerm.ost cone has had 

several sectors of its cone carried off on a lava now that moved to the 

southeaet. Presumably',. lava fiowed out beneath the base of the cone, pulling 

away part of the con, which was then transported relatively undisturbed a.a 

a. mound on the surface of the flow. Apparently the cone was able to repair 

itself rapidly by new eruptions of pyrocl.a.stics, as thi action wa.a repeated 

several times and no great a.mount o:f breaching presently existl.:}. Mort or 

the lava extruded ha. flowed to the east and south ast favored by the 

general topographic slope. Several mnal.l inllers of the older surface are 

present within the field where the bloeq aa type flows did not coalesce. 

Closer measur ent place@ the area covered by the lavas at about 8 square 

mi.lea against a previousl.T estimated 12 square miles (Peterson am Groh, 1963). 
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The ciJXler cones and lavae of thi6 field have very fresh surfa.cee and are 

judged to be a.bout 1,000 yea.re old, perhaps even leas. 

At the :southern edge of the Four Craters lava field., a sl"AAl.low eraben 

ia present. The gra.ben ext.end.a southea~terly almost to the Christ.m.3.a Valley 

basin run northwesterly undsr the lavas., being about 2 miles wide e.nd a. 

little <Ner J miles in length. The uest side of the grabem ia boumed by an 

east facing scarp of moderate ~,lope which strikes generally N. J0° d. -;,tlth 

deviations of several degrees f.ra:n. this trem 3.long eome segments. Vertical 

d.ispla.c«nent along this scarp runa about 20 to 30 feet, but near the southern 

em tapers of r into the general topography. '.:he Giant Fissure is on the 

upthrown side, at the top of, and parallel to this s arp. 

Since the Giant Fissure shows practically no displacement between the 

sides, it is not an upward ax.tension of the fault which bounds the graben. 

Rather it is thought that the fault, or more probably a fault zone, does not 

reach the surface, and. the scarp represents a monoclinal warp in the Green 

Hountain basalt which overlies the fault. This fault probably axl.sted in the 

oJ.der rock a.:, pa.rt of the regional pattern, but no movement took place after 
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the Green Mountain ba alt covered the area. The latest movement has ace m-

panied the recent volcanimn.. The fissure ic the result of rupture .frorr. 

imple tension produced by the o.raping of the rock over the edge of the up-

thrown block and thus accompanying t-be relatively rapi.i sin..1d. c- of the gra.ben • 

. 
'Ihc extension of len,gth required for this waroing was taken care of by 

continued widening of the fiasilr • It appears that the ori.:;inal fracture 

Has propagated rather rapidly over the length of the present fissure, ~om.e 

2 miles, aided by the comparative~· brittle nature of the rock. 1 

The initiation of Le fissure -y luve been the reotJ.t of earth move-

ment.s tric;gcring tl.e volcani of the Four ~raters lava field, or the 

converse. r,owsver, the cvice.:ice is strong tha.t al:' .. he extrusions of lava 

were proc:,ressing., the gra.bcil was sinking to adjust for the los~ of magma. 

in the chamber below. 2 '.l:'hus it n:.ay be considered as a t pical exru:a},'le of a. 

volcano-tectonic depression on a somewhat smaller sell.le than usu.al for these 

structural features . 'l'hat the fissure an graben uere present before the 

last of the volcanism ceascci is shmm by one of' the last lava fio1 s which 

1 ..:.Xcei:,t .for a few oplits., the fissure is a sing.le open crack over its length. 

2 The :rather s1rall dimenoions of the gra en seew to indicate that the m.::t~,na 
reservoi , hich fed tho Four rater~ lava field was not at a. very great 
d pth. 
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was dammed up against the scarp a.rd. rose high enough to .fill the fissure 

and to over flow it. 

Limited time in the field prevented investigation on the east side of 

the graben. Photogeologic study', though, shows the ea.stern scarp to be 

shorter, disappearing to the south in less than two-thirds of a mile frcm 

the edge or the lava field. A very short fusure disappearing under the 

lavas appears to be present also, thus demonstrating a oimilar origin. 
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CONCLUSION 

Wide open cracks in rock of the earth ' s surface do not remain so for 

any great length of time. Slumping and sloughing of the walls, filling 

by soil wash and air-borne material, through the agency of the elements 

is rapid . The Giant Fissure already shows these effects to a considerable 

degree, yet what remains attests to its youth. 

A system of large fissures similar to the Giant Fissure has been previously 

reported (Peterson and Groh 1964), but none of these have as great a length 

and width. These fissures also have a different cause, which is doming 

believed to be produced by the intrusion of a small laccolith. A great 

fault-fissure or rift zone reaching from several miles to the northwest of 

Lava Butte and passing southeasterly beyond Newberry Crater has been studied 

by Nichols & Stearns (1938). Very recent volcanism is clearly associated 

with this zone and at several places open fissures exist , notably just to 

the southeast of Lava Butte. In all these examples of open fissures, there 

ffi~ 
can be seenAfundamental connection of magmatic activity with crustal 

movement in latest Recent time . 



C'iACK- I. - T " GROUND, LAKE COUNTY, ORF.nO 

Norman V. Peterson and E. A. Groh 

Ooen cracks or fissures at t he earth ' s surface are not unco~ .on, yet 

those that are larg and that per sist over long periods of t ime are a 

rarity. These craeke or issures that do occur are most often describ d 
~S-u ff...~ o----. 

as p od.ucts of earthquakes, landslides in unccnsolidated debris , o-r with 

• vole nic activity. 'Chey g~ner4ll.y do not remain as open cracks for ·my 
become 

great 1 ngth of tim~ tiut ~ filled with deb is as settling takes place 

or are someti~es fill d with lafa from erupting sources nearby or from 

withing the craek itself. 

In a ather remote art of central Oregon in northern Lake County, 

there is an open fracture or crack that is lar~e and persistent and that 

ha !~mained onen for at least the last 1000 years . It is a geological 

ar:i.ty and merits on . 

"1 the small scale mc"los available for this area it is hot shown or 

named. Until a ore app opriate nar.ie is seleeted it will be referred to 

as Crack-in- the-r.rourd . 

Crack-in-the "'round is a crack or fissure that can be traced for at 

least 2 niles from the southwest edge of the Four Craters Lava Field 

(see indeK & sketch map) beg:inning in sec . 3, T. 26 s. , . 3 ~. It rends 

diagonally to the southeast through sections 11, 13, and 24 until it dis-
"'"(lh1·t "t 

a pears in t~he la1~e sediments hat ark the north shoreling of ol<i Christ-

mas ,ake . 

tits northern end where fresh s iny aa lava has filled and towed 

over it (figure 1) it is within 150 yards of a rough single lane dirt road 

that skirts the western edge of th Four Craters Lava Field. This road 
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can be :i;:-eached b;r traveling north fran Christmas Valley Lodg for l}m.iles 

then northeast for 2 miles, th n due north to the dirt road that arallels 

Crack-in-the-Ground. Thi road is not well marked but is easily visible 

on aerial photographs of the area. Crack-in-the round also stands out on 

even th high altitude aerial photographs. (figure or aerial photo) 

Crack-in-the-Ground is a type of tension crack or fissure that is 

open for a lengbh of ov r 2 miles . It is from 10 to 15 feet wide with 

visible depths as much as 70 feet . (figure 2) Erosion and wea.theri.ng are 

subdu din the desert climate but their effects are present as some slum 

of the walls and infilling by windblown sand has taken place. At several 

places along the fissure the walls have slumped allowing acces to the 

deeper parts of the crack. Similar spectacular open fissur s, hai.'"8 been 

described by Jaggar (1947), along th southwest rift zone of Kilauea 

volcano in Hawaii . One of these, that opened in 1921, the "Great Crack" 

extended continuously for more than 8 miles with widths of JO to 40 feet 

and depths as much as 40 to 50 feet . Rising lava filled and overfiowed from 



many of the observed Hawaiian fissures but there is no vidence to show that 

molten lava was present at any place in Crack-in- the Ground. The walls are 

rough and irregula~ and no lateral or vertical movement is apparent. 

Geologic Setting and Origin 

Crack- in- the-Ground is closely assooiated with the Four Craters Lava 

Field, one of the many isolated centers of recent volcanic activity with

in the High Lava Plaine of Central Oregon. The crack extends from th 

southwest edge of thiB volcanic center across a flat underlain by lava 

nows and into the broad Fort Rock- Christmas Lake Valley-. By the ti.Jn 

the bw•sicakwcs lava wa erupting to build the Four Craters, the large 

lakes that once filled this valley had ehru.."lk to s~all brackish pothole 

and irregular saline pools . 

The Four Craters Lava Field consists of 4 cinder cones aligned in a 

N 30 W direction separated and surrouhded by about g square · 10s of black 

lava. Heights of the cones vary fro 250 to 400 feei'above the 

lava surface, and the distance from the northernmost to the southernmost 

is roughly 2t miles . The southernmost cone is interesting 1n that it has 

had several sectors of its cone rafted off on a later lava flow that moved 

to the southeast. 

The oldest r ocks in the a.rea are erosional remnants of Plio- Pl eistocen 

ma.ars or tuff riugs . These masses of yellow- brown basaltic tuft and breccia 

are similar to Fort Rock and other erosional remnants that have similar 

compositions. The original ma.a.rs and tuf.f rings were common and widely 

distributed in and around the edges of the large lake basins of central 

Oregon. 



These older basaltic tuff remnants are surrounded by basaltic lava 

flows that originated from Green ountain, an eruptive center to the north. 

The lavas from Green Mountain form a low shield some 10 to 12 miles in 

diameter. The flows on the southem edge encroached on the plubial lake 

that then filled the Fort Rock-Christmas Lake Va.lley and became the north

ern shore line. These ·1avas are of the pahoehoe type and where they are 

exposed in the crack there are at least two flows with an overall thick 

ness of at least 60 feet . The surface is masked with a thin soil zone 

mainly windblown sand f:mm and ilt from the adjacent Fort Rock-Christmas 

Lake Valley lake beds o Tumuli and other flow surface features are present 

and several small cinder cones near the :3U.'I!Illi t of the Green Hountain shield 

still retain most of there initial characteristics even though they a.re 

covered by vegetation. From these observations, the Green Mountain lava i 

believed to b of Pleistocene age. 

The Four Craters Lava Field, named in an earlier report (Peterson and 

Groh, 1963), formed from basaltic lava that flowed out from centers along 

a N 30 r fissure mainly in a east and south direction. The sluggish flows 
ge-.-JI,.,, 

piled up a lagcu hummocky layer oi the slightly sloping Green Mountain lava 

surface. 

The eruptions fr,om the Four Craters were accompanied by- a slight 

sinking of a seljnent of the surface to the south3ast. This shallow 

graben-like sink is about 2 miles wide and extends to the the south into 

the the old lake basin. Crack-in- the-Ground marks the western edge of this 

small volcano- tectonic depression and parallels a zone of weakness beneath 

the Pleistocene Green Mountain lava flows . The fracture is the result of 

rupture fl'"om simple tension along the hingeline produced by the draping of 

the Green Mountain nows over the edge of the up side of the concealed 

fault zone . The initial fractureing was probably propagated rather quick

ly over its length as the central block began to sink in the graben. 



Vertical displacement i no more than 30 feet within the graben and becom s 

less and less to the southeast . There is the suggestion that the shallow 

graben does continue t:mxi:im on out into the old lake basin and acts as a 

sump for Christmas Lake, Foslil take, and other ephemeral ponds and pot

holes . The sinking of the graben block and the accompanying crack on its 

western edge probably beean with the first eruptions of the Four Craters , 
ilamcm.f 
~ and r.raek-in- the-Ground stood open before the last. ~t the 

north st end a tongue of lava Piled up, filled and buried the fracture 

for several hundred ya.rds . 

Cohclusion 

The eruption of the Four Craters Lava, the accompanying subsidenc , 

and the opening of the Crack- in- the-Ground fracture probably took plan 

no more than 1000 years a~o• Even though some filling by soil wa.sh, and 

airborne material has taken place~ and some slumpin of blocks from the 

walls is pr9 ent the era.ck is a relatively fresh geologie feature . This 

stark freshness is partly the result of subdued chemical weathering in 

the arid climate and a lack of an recent violent earth ovem nts or 

renewed volcanic activity in the irmoodtate area. 

A system of tension fissures similar to Crack-in- the-Ground has been 

previously reported in the Diamond Craters, Peterson and Groh (1964), but 

none of these has as great a length or depth . Another fault or fissure 

zone that trends northwest from Newberry Volcano to Lava Butte south of 

end, Oregon,has been studied by Nichols and Steams (1938) . This f issure 

is associated with the recent volcanism in this area and stands open in 

several places . 

ecent volcanic features with long persistent fractures like Crack-in-
~ ~ ~~ &1 ~ ~ ~ ""- -;d:,.. ~~ 

the-Ground, again point up the ~imilarity -0f thevsli'rfaee e,"t-stt:i: i :sen- to our 
/ ~ ~ I ~ i cl.M.-k. ~ ~ ~) 

centr~l Ore"on terrain . The use of Cracks-in- the- Moon for initial shelter 

after moon landings is visualized and certainly seems plausible. 



CRACK-IN-THI-G1WUND, LAKE COUNTY, ORIDON 

N. v. Peterson and E. A. Groh 

Open cracks or fissures at the earth's surface are not uncanmon, yet 

those that are large and that persist over long periods of time are a rarity. 

These cracks or fissures that do occur are most often described as products 

of earthquakes., landslides in unconsolidated debris, or volcanic activity. 

They ganerall.y do not remain as open cracks for any great length of time but 

are filled with debris as settling takes place or are sometimes filled with 

lava from erupting sources nearby or foom within the crack itself. 



CONCWSION 

Wide open cracks in rock of the earth's surface do not remain so for 

any great length of time. Slumping and sloughing of the walls, filling by 

soil wash and air-borne material, through the agency of the elements is 

rapid. The Giant Fissure already shows these effects to a considerable 

degree, yet what remains attests to its youth. 

A system of large fissures similar to the Giant Fissure has been 

previously reported by Peterson and Groh (1964), but none of these have 
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as great a length and width. These fissures also have a different origin, 

which is doming believed to be produced by the intrusion of a small laccolith. 

A great fault-fissure or rift zone reaching from several miles to the north-

west of lava Butte and passing southeasterly through and beyond Newberry 

Crater has been studied by Nichols and Stearns (1938). Very recent volcanism 

is clearly associated with this zone, and at several places an open fissure 

is present, notably just to the southeast of lava Butte. In all these 

examples of open .fissures, there can be seen a relationship of structural 

features with volcanic activity in very recent time. 
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